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Direct observation of interface and surface steps in epitaxial films
by dark-field transmission electron microscopy
D. Loretto, F. M. Ross,a) C. A. Lucas, and G. C. L. Wongb)
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We have used dark-field transmission electron microscopy to investigate ,5 nm thick CaF2 films
grown on Si~111! by molecular-beam epitaxy. Images formed with CaF2 @111̄# reflections exhibit
contrast at 1/3@111# height steps at the CaF2 surface and at the CaF2/Si interface over large ~.100
mm2!, statistically significant areas. Direct evidence for step-flow growth in CaF2 has been obtained.
© 1994 American Institute of Physics.

Atomic-height steps play a pivotal role in epitaxial
growth and in other interface and surface mediated processes. Their distribution at the interfaces and surfaces of a
thin film can have a direct impact on its electrical and optical
properties. Transmission electron microscopy ~TEM! is well
suited to the observation of atomic-height steps at surfaces
and interfaces, since it uses penetrating radiation ~.100 keV
electrons!, has extremely high spatial resolution, and because
the scattering is strong enough to allow an ordered monolayer to be detected. Atomic-height steps can be imaged either in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
~HRTEM! using cross-section specimens ~where the electron
beam is at grazing incidence to the interface! or by diffraction contrast performed on plan-view specimens ~with the
electron beam at high incident angle to the interface/surface!.
HRTEM samples an extremely small area of interface
~,0.01 mm2 for each cross-section specimen!, and only
high-symmetry beam directions lying in the plane of the interface can be accessed. Furthermore, HRTEM images are
not easily interpretable, because of multiple scattering and
the influence of parameters such as objective lens defocus
and lens aberrations. The high electron energy ~.200 keV!
and dose also causes radiation damage in many materials.
Diffraction-contrast images from plan-view specimens are
better suited for the observation of atomic-height steps.
Large ~.100 mm2!, statistically significant areas of surface
and interface can be imaged in a single plan-view specimen
and the incident electron beam is not constrained to highsymmetry directions. Image contrast is also simpler to interpret, since the scattering can often be treated kinematically
and because parameters such as objective lens defocus and
lens aberrations do not have a critical influence on contrast.
In low magnification TEM the electron dose is several orders
of magnitude less than that in HRTEM.
Atomic-height steps on the surfaces of plan-view TEM
specimens have been seen in diffraction-contrast images
from a number of materials, including Au,1 MgO,2,3 and
Si.4,5 These observations were performed using either conventional TEM instruments and nonreactive materials ~Au
and MgO!1,2,3 or in ultrahigh-vacuum ~UHV! TEM instruments, preparing clean surfaces in situ.4,5 In only a few cases
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have atomic-height steps in thin films been studied using
diffraction contrast. Atomic-height steps at the surface of Ag
platelets on MoS2 have been imaged by UHV TEM6 and
interface steps have been observed in mixed-orientation ~partially twinned!7 and in single-orientation, twinned8
CoSi2/Si~111! using conventional TEM instruments.
Two other techniques have recently been employed to
image atomic-height steps in thin films. Scanning probe microscopy has been used to image steps in NiSi2/Si~111!,9 and
contrast from steps and interfacial defects has been seen in
low-energy electron microscopy ~LEEM! images of Ag islands on Si.10 Since very different electron energies are used
in each technique, information obtained by LEEM and scanning probe microscopy is complementary to that obtained by
plan-view TEM. TEM has the advantage that images from
steps can be easily combined with diffraction-contrast analysis of other crystal defects. LEEM and scanning probe microscopy images are less easy to interpret but have the advantage that the substrate need not be prethinned.
In this letter we report, for the first time, the use of TEM
to directly observe the distribution of atomic-height interface
and surface steps in an epitaxial film over large, statistically
significant areas. In this work we use CaF2/Si~111! grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy ~MBE!, though the method is more
generally applicable. CaF2 is a face-centered-cubic material
with a lattice parameter only 0.6% larger than Si at room
temperature. Single-orientation, pseudomorphic CaF2 films
as thin as 1.5 nm can be grown on Si~111!.11
Well-oriented ~,1° miscut! Si~111! substrates were
cleaned using the Shiraki method12 and were loaded into a
Riber MBE system. The Si wafers were outgassed at 600 °C
before desorption of the oxide at 900 °C and CaF2 was
evaporated from a BN effusion cell at 1150 °C. Substrate
temperatures were measured using a W/Re thermocouple in
thermal contact with the back face of the sample, calibrated
using an optical pyrometer and the Si~111!131–737 transition temperature as observed by in situ reflection high-energy
electron diffraction. The pressure of the system was in the
low 10210 Torr range during growth. Samples were capped at
room temperature with amorphous Si ~a-Si! before removal
from the vacuum system. Film thicknesses were either measured directly by x-ray crystal truncation rod scattering,11 or
were inferred from the relative intensity of ‘‘film’’ and ‘‘interface’’ components in Ca 2p x-ray photoelectron signals
measured in situ.13 Plan-view TEM specimens were prepared
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FIG. 1. A model of CaF2/Si~111! viewed along @11̄0#: Open circles represent
Si atoms; circles shaded gray are F, and black circles are Ca. The bulk
coordination of the Ca ~eightfold! and Si and F ~fourfold! is indicated by
‘‘sticks’’ connecting nearest neighbors. The twin orientation is visible as a
180° rotation about @111#.

by etching 0.1 mm thick Si discs in HF:HNO3 diluted 1:7
and were examined in a JEOL 200 CX electron microscope
equipped with a side entry, double-tilt goniometer specimen
stage and a 5 mm diameter objective aperture.
Figure 1 is a model of CaF2/Si~111! viewed along @11̄0#.
The smallest step height in Si and CaF2 is 1/3@111#~0.31 nm!,
corresponding to the addition or removal of either a Si bilayer or a CaF2 triple layer ~TL!. ~A CaF2 TL is equivalent to
a single F-Ca-F molecular layer.! Since CaF2 grows in a
twinned orientation, rotated 180° about @111#, the translation
symmetry between CaF2 and Si is broken.14 The vector AB,
which connects equivalent Si sites below and above a
1/3@111# step, requires a further translation, BC, to connect
equivalent sites in twinned CaF2 . This broken-translational
symmetry leads to the formation of a line defect with a displacement of BC~1/6@112̄#! wherever there is a 1/3@111# step
on the Si surface. The wafers used in this study all have a
small miscut ~,1°! from the exact @111# direction, giving
regularly spaced, parallel bilayer steps on the Si surface,
which, in turn, result in regularly spaced, parallel line defects
at the CaF2/Si~111! interface.15 Figure 2~a!, which was taken
using a strongly excited Si@22̄0# reflection, shows an array of
broken-translation-symmetry line defects at the interface between Si~111! and a 1.5 nm thick CaF2 film. A few of the
line defects visible in Fig. 2~a!, for example the short defects
running perpendicular to the broken-translation-symmetry
defects, show contrast consistent with a Burgers vector along
^110& ~the analysis is not presented here!. These are presumably misfit relieving dislocations, since the primary slip system in bulk CaF2 is 1/2^110& on $001%.16 The change in contrast on either side of two line defects in the lower right-hand
corner of Fig. 2~a! is due to the buckling of the thinned TEM
specimen17 in the presence of two 1/2^110& type dislocations
which, in this case, happen to lie along 1/3 @111# interfacial
steps. The broken-translation-symmetry, i.e., 1/6@112̄#, and
misfit-relieving, i.e., 1/2^110&, line defects are not the only
defects in the film. Triangular regions lying within individual
terraces and small strain centers are also visible.
Figure 2~b! shows the same region as Fig. 2~a!, imaged
in dark field with CaF2@111̄# close to the exact Bragg condition. Changes in thickness of 1 CaF2 TL ~0.31 nm! appear as
a change in brightness of the image. Two sets of steps are
visible. The parallel steps, which are correlated with the arAppl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 65, No. 14, 3 October 1994

FIG. 2. Two-beam TEM images taken from the same region of an
a-Si/CaF2/Si~111! sample. The deposition time was 140 s and the substrate
temperature was 770 °C, giving a film thickness of ;5 CaF2 TLs. The
diffraction vectors are marked and the scale bar is 0.5 mm. ~a! is a Si@22̄0#
dark-field image taken with the incident beam within a few degrees of @111#.
~b! is the same region imaged with CaF2@111̄# with the incident beam direction close to Si@123#.

ray of 1/6@112̄# line defects seen in Fig. 2~a!, are 1/3@111#
steps at the CaF2/Si~111! interface. The more curved steps
are at the CaF2~111! surface buried under amorphous Si. The
contrast change across an interface step is the same as that
across a surface step, as is apparent in regions where the two
sets of steps intersect. The CaF2 surface steps are therefore
also 1/3@111# ~1 TL! high. ~The TL step height is expected
because it is known that CaF2 evaporates as F-Ca-F molecules.! The misfit-relieving dislocations do not change the
thickness of the CaF2 film and therefore show no contrast in
Fig. 2~b!. The triangular features seen in Fig. 2~a! appear
dark in the CaF2@111̄# image in Fig. 2~b!. It has previously
been shown that growth at high temperatures proceeds via a
reacted CaF2-Si surface layer upon which 3– 4 TL thick CaF2
islands nucleate, grow, and coalesce to form a continuous
film.13 The 3– 4 TL thick CaF2 islands are bounded by
Si~111! surface steps and are elongated along surface terraces. The triangular features visible in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!
are holes in the film where the islands have not completely
coalesced. The gray level next to each hole in Fig. 2~b! corresponds to the same thickness of either 3 or 4 TLs. The
smaller strain centers visible in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! are presumably SiC particles, which commonly occur on Si surfaces
cleaned using the Shiraki method. The SiC particles sometimes pin the Si 1/3@111# surface steps, giving cusps in the
CaF2/Si~111! interface steps, which can be seen in the strain
contrast image in Fig. 2~a! and the thickness contrast image
in Fig. 2~b!. The SiC particles also influence the morphology
of the top surface, acting as secondary nucleation sites for
CaF2 growth, leading to surface steps circling each SiC particle. The presence of well defined surface steps is direct
evidence for step-flow growth of CaF2 at 700 °C.
To understand the contrast in the CaF2@111̄# image
shown in Fig. 2~b!, it is useful to consider the reciprocal
lattice for Si and twinned CaF2 , drawn schematically in Fig.
3. The CaF2@111̄# reflection is coincident with the forbidden,
weak Si 1/3@511̄# reflection. Images taken with the
CaF2@111̄# reflection set close to the Bragg condition will
therefore be dominated by scattering in the CaF2 . Furthermore, if the CaF2 film thickness is much less than the
Loretto et al.
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FIG. 3. A ^112& section through the reciprocal lattices for twinned CaF2 on
Si~111!. Si reciprocal lattice points are black circles. CaF2 reciprocal lattice
maxima are ellipses. The dashed line lies along @111#.

CaF2@111̄# extinction length, as is the case in Fig. 2~b!, multiple scattering can be neglected and image brightness will be
proportional to film thickness. This second approximation is
no longer valid for large deviations from the Bragg condition, which decrease the effective extinction length. The step
contrast in Fig. 2~b! vanishes if the sample is tilted 4° away
from the Bragg condition, leaving contrast from line defects,
SiC particles, and holes in the film. The thickest CaF2 films
we have successfully imaged using CaF2@111̄# reflections are
;20 TLs thick. This limitation is due to increased diffuse
scattering from the Si, since plan-view TEM samples, which
are prepared by etching away the Si substrate, require thicker
Si backing to prevent thicker, strained, CaF2 films from relaxing. In Fig. 2~b! we use an extremely small, 5 mm diameter, objective aperture to exclude as much diffuse background as possible.
Figure 4 shows further examples of dark-field images
taken using CaF2@111̄# reflections from a-Si/CaF2~111!
grown under different conditions and on wafers of different
miscut. The step separation and the density of SiC are markedly different in each case. The long-range influence of the
SiC particles on CaF2 surface steps is especially apparent in
Fig. 4~a!. The CaF2~111! surface step distribution visible in
Fig. 4~b! is, in the absence of a high density of SiC particles,
correlated with the step distribution on the Si~111! surface as
dictated by the miscut. The film is thick enough for the 3– 4
TL high islands which form in the initial stages of
CaF2/Si~111! growth to have almost completely coalesced.
There is also evidence for faceting of the surface steps along
^011&.
In conclusion, we have shown how dark-field TEM can
be used to determine the distribution of atomic-height steps
at top and bottom interfaces of an epitaxial film over large
areas ~.100 mm2!. Direct evidence for step-flow growth of
CaF2/Si~111! has been obtained from dark-field CaF2@111̄#
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FIG. 4. Two-beam CaF2@111̄# images taken from samples grown at ~a!
700 °C with a deposition time of 72 s and ~b! 770 °C with a deposition time
of 140 s. The incident beam direction is close to Si@123# and the 0.5 mm
scale bar applies to both figures. The CaF2@111̄# diffraction vectors are
marked as arrows.

images. The method uses conventional TEM instruments
and, in the cases where the film and substrate scattering are
separable, can be applied to other materials systems. The
observed contrast is also simple to interpret. We anticipate
that the dark-field technique described here will be extremely
powerful when applied, in situ, to thin-film growth.
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